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UNLOCK THE POWER OF PDF:

Key features and benefits

iText 7

iText 7 Core’s code libraries can be 
embedded in applications to create 
the type of PDF files you want. 
Whether you’re creating batches of 
files automatically to add to a digital 
archive or you want to set up a form 
campaign for your customers, iText 7 
can help you get it right. In addition, 
iText 7 has a number of add-ons for 
specific use cases you may encounter.

The powerful PDF platform

How do I get started?

Harness the power of PDF,
with iText 7

Why choose iText 7?

Both high- and low-level API 
programming

Extensive support from the 
programming community

Professional support from 
iText

PDF has matured considerably since it was released in 1993 as a 
“digital document”.  Today it is a standard for document sharing, 
automation, and more that can streamline document processes 
for many types of organizations. At iText, we have been on the 
forefront of PDF evolution since 2000, focusing on usability, 
automation and standards. Our software has improved with each 
release and iText 7 is no exception. It can help you create PDF 
files that are more versatile than any off-the-shelf PDF creator 
and allow you to embed its functionalities within your own 
software, allowing for digital transformation.

iText 7 comprises iText 7 Core and a number of value add-ons for 
specific document tasks. New add-ons will be developed 
continuously to expand the scope and advantages of the iText 
platform.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 
HOW iText 7 CAN HELP YOU.
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pdfDebug
Fast and thorough PDF structure inspection

With the pdfDebug add-on, you can get a crystal-clear insight 
in how your PDFs are built and make changes in their 
structure. You can see your different content streams and 
objects, correct file size errors and make sure your PDFs work 
the way you want them to.  

pdfCalligraph
Advanced typography support  

Off the-shelf PDF creators often have problems with 
character interactions or writing systems such as the Indic 
Devanagari family, and with compound characters that are 
difficult to separate in text, making text extraction difficult. 
pdfCalligraph solves this challenge by offering a neat 
conversion to PDF for these scripts and stylistic 
improvements, so that you can use the font features and 
writing systems of your choice in PDF. 

pdfInvoice
Invoicing for both man and machine  

Simplify invoicing by integrating XML into a PDF container. 
The most advanced standard for this is the German ZUGFeRD 
that allows you to send and receive invoices in PDF without 
specific software needs. pdfInvoice allows you to be fully 
compliant with it by producing PDFs that can be correctly 
interpreted by both devices (through the XML components) 
and human users (through the PDF visualization), ultimately 
saving you time, effort and money on countless paper 
processes.  

pdfSweep
Keep your documents clean of sensitive data  

Many people think PDFs are insecure, as it contains sensitive 
and private information that cannot be removed 
permanently. It is possible, but it isn’t easy. With pdfSweep, 
you can clean-up PDFs in a user-friendly way. It allows you 
toremove sensitive data from a PDF file completely, keeping 
you compliant and your sensitive information safe from 
prying eyes.  pdfSweep also complies with Europe’s GDPR 
and the Freedom of Information Act (FIA).

Harness the power of PDF,
with value add ons

pdf2Data
Extract information from invoices and templates 

PDF documents - such as invoices for example – mostly 
contain a lot of important information that can be hard to 
access. pdf2Data allows you to quickly extract and process 
that vital data from thousands of PDF documents by creating 
a PDF template. 

pdfHTML
Easily convert HTML to PDF 

HTML and CSS content can easily be converted into PDF with 
our new iText 7 add-on, pdfHTML. This add-on is a premium 
upgrade from our XML Worker, providing you more 
functionality out of the box, and easier extensibility with 
dynamic forms. pdfHTML supports a wide array of HTML tags 
and CSS properties as well as processing of responsive HTML 
by configuring media queries.  

pdfXFA
Flatten XFA forms for an optimal user experience 

Dynamic PDF files are invaluable to automating document 
processes, allowing you to generate new fields based on user 
responses and automatically filling them, if you set the 
proper parameters. pdfXFA allows you to process and finalize 
dynamic forms and is the successor of XFA Worker, offering 
all of the same functionality but with a convenient API. 

iText 7
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